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PIANA SLIDE
LUXURY ON TWO WHEELS

Glass:  Sliding-, Fixed- and side panels: 8 mm tempered safety glass transparent
  Guide rail of the sliding elements: 12 mm laminated safety glass
 
Doors: 

Comfort-features:

Possible 
wall mountings:    Pro        The patented PALM.pro system profile enables quick and uncomplicated
        wall mounting on or flush with the wall.

    Vario      Continuous wall mounting profile with 15 mm adjustment range.

2 floor solutions 
are available for choice:  barrier-free | discreet 4 mm floor strip

Accessories (optional):   Towel holder, glass shelf, wall panel system

Standard height:    2.120 mm plus 55 mm rollers, special heights possible

Possible widths:    Sliding door-widths for 2-parted doors up to 2.000 mm and 2.200 mm for 4-parted  
    versions 

Customised production:  Piana Slide can be made to the millimetre in width on request according to your  
    individual requirements

Awards:        

    Home and Trend Award
    „Innovation of the year“

PALM.motion 
Swing-out mechanism

PALM.fix 
Magnetic catch

PALM.isi-clean 
Easy-care surface

PALM.free
Barrier-free

PALM.pro (optional) 
Flush wall mounting

PALM.care (optional)
Antibacterial profile

PALM.nano (optional) 
Nano-coating

With 2-part sliding doors on part is always fixed and one part is movable.

Glide into boundless relaxation with PIANA SLIDE:
The elegant sliding doors run on a glass frame that impresses with 
strong laminated safety glass.Sliding and fixed parts are made of 
tempered safety glass and are available as 2- or 4-part variations. The 
movable elements can be easily swivelled inwards with gentle finger 
pressure. This makes the easiest cleaning possible - without hard-to-
reach places- according to the PALM.isi-clean principle.

-   Standard at the highest level
-   25 year warranty
-   spare part post-purchase warranty up to 30 years
-   easy mounting
-   on request measurements and installations can be carried out 
   by the PALME customer service

-   Tested according to DIN EN 14428 CE.

Sliding doors
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WALL PROFILE (from fixed wall elements):

INSTALLATION SITUATION: 

SPECIAL FEATURE:FLOOR SOLUTIONS:

VARIO 15 mm adjustment range

Barrier-free
without spash rail

PRO no adjustment range

2-part sliding door 4-part sliding door 2-part sliding door 
with side panel Eckeinstieg 4-teilig

Designer‘s tip: For a perfect frameless 
design, the PRO profile can be mounted 
flush in the wall. To do so, simply mount the 
profile before the tiling work.

optional splash rail: For splash 
protection in an unobtrusive design.

Simple cleaning:
Open the closure by 
finger pressure and then 
swing the sliding element 
inwards. Now, even the 
hard-to-reach places are 
easy to reach.

discreet splash rail
(8 mm high)

PALM.motion -
Swing-out mechanism
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DESIGN GLASSES (8 mm tempered safety glass):

PROFILE- AND HANDLE COLOURS:

H1 TSG Transparent HS TSG Frosted glass effect

H8 TSG Chinchilla
H0 or H6 TSG Partial matt 

finish gradient H9 TSG Matercarre

SP TSG Mirror glass FD TSG Photo print white glass

H3 TSG Grey tinted H4 TSG Mocha tinted

HT TSG Partial frosting

29 Cenit-
Chrome

46 Concrete 
grey

20
Alusilver

51 Shiny 
snow-white

85 Graphite-
black

87 Anthracite 
midnight

49 Cream 
white matt

34 Copper 
Antique

RAL 
Colours
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ACCESSORIES:

Towel holder in glass
for fixed parts and side panels

Glass-shelf

HANDLES:

RAL9011 Graphite-black RAL5019 Cabriblue RAL6018 Yellow-green RAL2011 Deep orange RAL4010 Telemagenta

GRF201 GRF202 GRF203 GRF204 GRF205

GRF106

GRF101

GRF104  mit farbigem Einlegeblatt

GRF107

GRF102 GRF103 GRF105 GRF110
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RE-COVER WALL PANEL:

Our Re-Cover wall covering makes completely new and simple ways of your wet 
areas‘ interior construction possible! In combination with discreet aluminium-end 
profiles it is possible to create a completely new atmosphere within no time.

Product-information

Aluminium-composite-wall covering with various decors and dimensions, combi-
ned with a decent aluminium end profile.
- Super easy to work with
- Abrasion-resistant, scratch-resistant, chemical-resistant, colour stable and
  foodsafe
- Ideal for renovations: direct application on cleaned old tiles possible
- Fit accuracy at the joints
- Best cleaning comfort
- Optional also available with antibacterial PALM.care surface
- Standard at the highest level
- Easy mounting
- functional, economical and innovative solution
- Fast delivery service: Selected products can be delivered within 72 hours
- on request installations can be carried out by the PALME customer service
- Tested according to DIN EN 14428 CE.

Material, dimensions

- 6 mm Aluminium-composite-wall panels
- Format: 240 x 2.600 mm, 490 x 2.600 mm, 1.000 x 2.600 mm, 1.250 x 2.600 mm
 1.500 x 2.600 mm,
Custom formats and customised productions are possible!

Custom colours and photo scenes are possible!

Profiles

Colours and decors
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Connection profile
“PRO” 8 mm
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End profile
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round
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“angle”

End profile
for tile edges

TG Dark greyBG Concrete grey

WG Snow white
   shinyWM Pure white

ER Rustic oak

AT Anthrazit
BW Bourgogne-

white

KR Copper
 terracottaHG Light grey MB Marble brown

SB Facing 
concrete

BE Beige MO Marble white


